Abstract
Introduction

11
DECENT separately, a negative correlation between the spike-in-specific ρ i estimates and the spike-in nominal 134 count c i can be observed (Fig.1b) . This indicates a standard cell-wise beta-binomial dropout model 135 with a single ρ j for the all genes will not adequately describe the variation in the capture process.
136
To deal with this, we constructed a simple logistic linear model for cell and gene-specific ρ i j : 137 logit(ρ i j ) = τ 0 j + τ 1 j · log(c i )
where τ j = (τ 0 j , τ 1 j ) are the intercept and slope determining how ρ i j depends on c i in cell j. Using analyses were carried out using the spike-in data from the other five experiments and similar results
149
were obtained ( Supplementary Fig.2 ).
150
Inferring the distribution of pre-dropout molecule counts 151 We now start considering the model for RNA molecules from endogenous genes. We expect the 152 external spike-ins and endogenous transcripts to have similar but not identical capture processes.
153
DECENT Therefore, we use the same dropout model for endogenous genes with partially re-estimated 154 parameters (See Methods for detail). To infer the pre-dropout molecule counts, we need to specify 155 a distribution that characterizes them. We used a Poisson distribution to model the pre-dropout 156 molecule count of spike-ins where no biological variation is expected. This is unlikely to be 157 appropriate for endogenous genes. Instead, we chose to use the zero-inflated negative binomial to follow a ZINB distribution with gene-specific dispersion and zero-inflation parameters. After 170 molecule capturing, we observe an UMI count z i j that is generated according to the beta-binomial 171 dropout model (See Methods for detail). We use the DECENT model to distinguish biological 172 from technical variation due to dropouts and perform differential expression analysis on the inferred 173 pre-dropout distribution.
174
Next we investigated how well we can infer the pre-dropout counts by simulation studies. We We calculated the gene-wise zero fractions and variances of the inferred pre-dropout counts and
179
found the values are very close to those calculated using the actual pre-dropout counts (Fig.2a, b) .
180
We further calculated the expected pre-dropout count of each gene in each cell based on the fitted 181 model and the observed data. Again, we found it to be highly consistent with the true count (Fig.2c) .
182
To examine whether there is overdispersion and zero-inflation in pre-dropout counts in reality,
183
we used two scRNA-seq datasets where spike-ins are available (Zeisel et al., 2015) , (Tung et datasets in which models with ZINB provide a more adequate fit than NB ( Supplementary Fig.4 ). Fig.5a ). Yet we did not find zero-inflated 215 genes in these clusters. This is quite possibly because the targeted genes are all canonical markers,
216
which are expected to mostly exhibit constitutive expression and hence unlikely to have inflated 217 zeros caused by transcriptional bursting. However, heterogeneity within a population can also result 218 in zero-inflation, which is common in actual DE analysis. We thus increased the heterogeneity 219 within the groups by focusing on three major cell types , Oligodendrocytes, Pyramidal neurons and
220
Inhibitory neurons. We then identified two, one and two out of the 33 genes to have significant 221 zero-inflation ( Supplementary Fig.5b ).
222
DECENT
Benchmarking using simulated data 223 We next performed DE analysis using the simulated data and benchmarked DECENT against several curve, describing the fraction of false discoveries among the top n declared DEGs by each method.
236
Again DECENT showed the smallest fraction of false discoveries consistently (Fig.3b) . slightly when the capture efficiencies are specified too high ( Supplementary Fig.7 ). This is possibly 249 because the unaccounted variation is so large that it goes beyond the extent to which the model can 250 adjust itself. Therefore, we generally recommend setting smaller ranges of capture efficiencies.
251
Benchmarking using real data
252
The simulation study has demonstrated the feasibility of our model mathematically. 
263
We again evaluated the performance using pROC and FDR curves. The same methods as 264 the last section were benchmarked using all four datasets, except that we also applied TASC to the
265
Tung et al. data where spike-ins are available. As shown in Fig.4 by our method and compared their expression levels between the two cellular groups using either 275 the observed counts or inferred pre-dropout counts. We discovered that the differential expression 276 between two groups became more prominent in the pre-dropout counts ( Supplementary Fig.8 ).
277
ERCC spike-ins were available in Tung et al. data. We thus used capture efficiencies estimated 278 from spike-ins for the result shown. This dataset also enabled us to examine how specifying the 279 ranked random capture efficiencies impacts DE performance on real data. We performed DECENT
280
DE analysis again using the ranked random capture efficiencies specifying the range as half, the 281 same and 1.5 times the range of the spike-in estimates. The results turned out to be in concordance
282
with the simulation studies. Although optimal performance was achieved when capture efficiencies 283 estimated from spike-ins were used, there were only small decreases in performance when using the 284 ranked random capture efficiencies ( Supplementary Fig.9 ). This convincingly demonstrated the 285 viability of using the spike-in capture efficiencies for endogenous RNA and that DECENT's DE 286 performance is also robust to misspecified capture efficiencies. 
295
The benchmarking so far was based on two group comparisons. DECENT performs statistical genes. But our method is also flexible enough and allows some of the dropout parameters to differ 360 between the spike-ins and endogenous genes to reflect potential differences in the capture process of 361 DECENT the two types of molecules.
362
In our initial investigation of the dropout model, we found extra variation in the data compared 363 to the cell-specific binomial dropout model. This extra variation is more likely to be spike-in-specific 364 biases rather than random noise ( Supplementary Fig.2) . However, unlike cell-specific capture 365 efficiencies, the estimated spike-in-specific biases cannot be applied to endogenous genes. Also, variations, we first assume that in an idealized setting where all molecules are captured, the observed 396 count y i j for gene i in cell j can be modeled as a zero-inflated negative binomial (ZINB) random 397 variable with parameters θ i j = (π 0i , µ i j , s j , ψ i ), where π 0i is a gene-specific zero-inflation parameter, 398 ψ i is a gene-specific dispersion parameter, µ i j is the gene-specific and cellular group-specific mean 399 parameter and s j represents the size factor for cell j that measures differences in the amount of 400 starting material, namely total mRNA between cells.
(1 − π 0i )
The first line gives the probability of a biological zero. For lowly expressed genes with small 402 mean parameter µ i j , the contribution from the second component can be considerable, but for higher 403 DECENT abundance genes, the probability of a biological zero largely depends on π 0i , with larger values of 404 this parameter being closely associated with higher probabilities of a biological zero.
405
The gene-wise mean parameter µ = (µ i j ) is assumed to depend on the cell type or group 406 through a log-linear model
where X is the design matrix providing group information and β are the coefficients. For the 408 completeness of a generalized linear model framework, we also allow including cell-wise covariates
409
W to remove unwanted variation (e.g batch effects, cell-cycle phases, etc.). In the most common 410 two group comparisons, we have
where x j is simply the binary indicator of cellular group and β 1i has interpretation as the log-fold 412 change (logFC) parameter for gene i. 
where B(., .) is the Beta function. We reparametrize the model by
where we suppose η i j does not depend on i, and so η j represent the cell-specific capture 419 efficiency in cell j. The amount of variability within the cell is measured by the dispersion parameter 420 ρ i j that depends on the mean expression of gene i in cell j via a cell-specific linear model:
Capture efficiencies η j are estimated using spike-ins when available. We also provide 422 a strategy to produce functional capture efficiencies when spike-ins are not available. These involves evaluating the conditional probability of an observed zero count being a biological zero,
, where E i j is a binary indicator of 
433
DECENT
Estimating capture efficiencies 434
Spike-in data are used to estimate the capture efficiencies when available. Suppose we added n spike-
435
ins at the known concentrations c 1 , c 2 , . . . c n into cell j and subsequently observe z 1 j , z 2 j , . . . z n j 436 molecules respectively. The cell-specific capture efficiency for any cell j is estimated as the 437 proportion of molecules observed after sequencing relative to the total number of molecules initially 438 added:
This is the method of moments estimator (MME) of η j under the beta-binomial-Poisson model for 
spike-ins (see Supplementary Methods).
441
Many scRNA-seq data do not have spike-ins. Also, although the spike-in capture efficiencies
442
can be used as a good approximation, they may not be exactly the same as those of endogenous RNA.
443
Interestingly, we found that if we specified a set of inexact capture efficiencies, other components of of Z can be approximated by the marginal distribution F Z of Z , i.e.
where Z | Y = y ∼ BB(y , a , b ) and Y ∼ ZINB(π 0 , s µ, ψ). When we misspecify capture 
453
The above result means that if we misspecify the capture efficiency by using η rather than η, 454 the misspecification can be approximately corrected by scaling the size factor estimates accordingly.
455
The remaining effect will be compensated by adaptive estimation of τ. 
466
• Calculate weight for cell j as
467
• Estimate the capture efficiency for cell j as (1 − w j ) min η +w j max η . This ensures that cells 468 with larger library size will have larger capture efficiency and the capture efficiency estimates 469 are bounded within (min η , max η ) interval.
470
We refer to this as the ranked random capture efficiency.
471
Estimating the parameters τ j
472
Besides the capture efficiencies, the parameters τ j in the logistic model for the beta-binomial 473 dispersion parameter are also crucial for the dropout model. Like capture efficiencies, we can opt to 474 DECENT use τ j estimated from spike-ins for endogenous genes, when spike-ins are available. But we can 475 only estimate τ j using endogenous gene counts when spike-ins are not available. We found that the 476 τ j estimates for endogenous genes often differ from those for the spike-ins in real scRNA-seq data.
477
Therefore, we strongly advise users to estimate the parameters τ j using endogenous gene counts.
478
This also make the model more robust to misspecification of capture efficiencies, as theτ j will now 479 account for the variation due to inaccurate capture efficiencies. However, estimating cell-specificτ j 480 using endogenous genes can be a difficult task especially for sparse data with low counts or large 
where P BB is the Beta-Binomial density with probabilityη j , size parameterŝ jμi and dispersion 488 parameter ρ i .
489
• The τ 0 and τ 1 estimates are updated as the intercept and slope estimates of the following 490 regression model:
When we have enough information in the data, the other option is to estimate cell-specificτ j
492
DECENT by
493
• Given E(y i j | z i j ) from the E-step and CE estimatesη j , for each cell j, the cell-specific 494 parameters τ 0 j and τ 1 j are updated by maximizing the following log-likelihood
where ρ i j is a function of τ 0 j and τ 1 j through
DE analyses
497
Differential expression across two cellular groups for the i th gene is assessed by testing the hypotheses: from triple-negative breast cancer patients. The full dataset is available from GSE110686.
531
Pre-processing and cluster analysis were performed as described in (Savas et al., 2018 
547
The dataset is available from the authors via: http://linnarssonlab.org/cortex. We only used 
560
All spike-in datasets underwent the same filtering steps. We removed spike-ins that have 561 nominal count < 0.05 or a mean observed count higher than the nominal count. We filtered 562 out cells with total UMI counts more than 2 MADs below the median total UMI count.
563
• osmFISH dataset: The authors applied a newly developed cyclic single-molecule FISH 
568
Fitting the dropout models using ERCC spike-ins 569 We use a Poisson distribution to model the pre-dropout molecule count of spike-ins:
DECENT Under both the binomial and beta-binomial dropout models, the capture efficiency η j is estimated 571 as in (10) 
Under the beta-binomial dropout model z i j | y i j ∼ BB(η j , y i j , ρ i j ), the deviance for spike-in i 583 in cell j is given by,
where P(z i j ; c, η, ρ) = y P(z i j | y i j ; η, ρ)P(y i j ; c) is the marginal probability distribution of the 585 observed data. Here P(z i j | y i j ; η, ρ) and P(y i j ; c) are the beta-binomial and Poisson probability 586 mass function (PMF). In practice, the marginal distribution was calculated numerically using
587
Gaussian quadrature that approximates the summation as integration with a continuity correction.
588
DECENT
Then the deviances for cell j models are
which asymptotically follow χ 2 n−1 and χ 2 n−3 , respectively, under the null hypothesis.
591
Testing for overdispersion and zero-inflation in the smFISH data 592 We denote the smFISH molecule count of gene i in cell j by y i j , as it is supposed to be a accurate Gamma (4,5) distribution and for the second cell type from (scaled) Gamma (5,4) distribution.
628
The scaling factors are chosen so that the average size factors across all cells is equal to 1. Before 629 performing the benchmarking, we removed low abundance genes that are expressed in less than 3 630 DECENT cells.
631
Performance evaluation
632
The performance of different methods for identifying genuine DEGs was evaluated using the partial FDR among the top n discovered DEGs. These rates are defined as: (c) (d) shows observed type I error rates by using a p-value cut-off of 0.05 on nominal p-values produced by different DE methods. Each box was generated based on the same comparisons (n=20) using for both datasets. DECENT nsp denotes DECENT without using spike-ins to estimate capture efficiencies. Overall, DECENT exhibits normal p-value distributions and reasonable control of type I errors in both case.
